ABSTRACT. The problem of diffraction of oblique interface-waves by a small bottom deformation of the lower fluid in two superposed fluids has been investigated here assuming linear theory and invoking a simplified perturbation analysis First order corrections to the velocity potentials in the two fluids are obtained by using the Green's integral theorem in a suitable manner The transmission and reflection coefficients are evaluated approximately These reduce to the known results for a single fluid in the absence of the upper fluid
INTRODUCTION.
A time-harmonic progressive wave train propagating on the surface of an ocean experiences no reflection if the ocean is of uniform finite depth However, if the bottom of the ocean has a deformation, then the wave train is partially reflected by and partially transmitted over the bottom deformation Miles obtained approximately the transmission and reflection coefficients for oblique surface-waves when the bottom has a small deformation in the form of a long cylinder in the lateral direction Mandal and Basu [2] extended this problem to include surface tension effect at the free surface
In the present paper the oblique surface-wave diffraction problem considered in for a single fluid is generalized to two superposed fluids wherein the upper fluid extends infinitely upwards and the lower fluid is of finite but nonuniform depth below the mean interface and its bottom has a small deformation in the form of a long cylinder in the lateral direction Utilizing a simplified perturbational analysis directly to the governing partial differential equation and the boundary and other conditions describing the physical problem, the original boundary value problem (BVP) 2 9) and v a sin0, # a cos0 where O characterizes the oblique incidence of the wave train 0 0 corresponds to normal incidence This wave train is partially reflected by and partially transmitted over the bottom deformation so that q and satisfy the infinity requirements 2 11) where T and R denote respectively the unknown transmission and reflection coefficients Assuming to be very small, the bottom condition (2 5) can be expressed in approximate form [2] as , + e{c'(x) c(:r)y,} + 0(e2) 0.
( 2 12) In view of the geometry of the problems we can assume ,(, y, )= (, )' ,(, y, ) (z, y) so that (x, y) and (x, y) satisfy the following BVP 27 u2) 0 in 0 < y < h+ec(z), Again, we apply the Green's integral theorem to (x, y) and Gx, y; (, r/) (r/< 0) in the region bounded externally by the lines y=0(-X<x_<X), x= -I-X(0_<y_<h), y=h(-X_<x_<X) and ultimately make X oo Noting that G has no singularity in the region we find EVALUATION OF TIAND R1 T1 and Ra can be evaluated from the behavior of 1(, r/) or bl ((, r/) as ( oe and -oo respectively in (3.10) or (3 13). To find Ta we note from (3.7) that 1 (, ) T1o(, r/) as cx.
Also from (3.10) after using (A3) we find as 3 7) and (3 13).
Again, to obtain R1, we note from ( 3 8) 1 ((, r/) 
